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At this moment, with the opening of the cable car, the people at the foot of the mountain had gradually 

been sent up the mountain by the cable car. However, the small area in the middle was marked with a 

cordon, and it was also surrounded by a special fence Everyone could only look at the couple who were 

drinking and chatting through the fence, but they couldn’t get close to them. 

Uncle Liu looked at the increasing number of people and couldn’t help but wipe the sweat on his 

forehead. He couldn’t help but look at a Hao worriedly. “Why are there so many people? Didn’t they 

repair the cable car so that the two of them could come up to watch the meteor shower? ” 

A Hao smiled bitterly and said, “that was the original plan. However, two days ago, President Mo heard 

from Ning Sicheng that the more spectacular the proposal, the better it would be. It would be best if 

there were a thousand people to witness it. Hence, the news of the opening of the Wutong Mountain 

cable car was published in the newspapers. This, not to mention a thousand people, I think there are 

more than two thousand people. ” 

Uncle Liu looked at the endless stream of people coming out of the cable car He could not help but nod 

and say, “yes, yes. Fortunately, his requirements are so low. A thousand people to witness it. If he wants 

ten thousand people to witness it, wouldn’t you have to think of a way to find extras? ” 

A Hao immediately fell silent. He could not help but rejoice in his heart. What uncle Liu said was really 

true. It was fortunate that Dongfang Mo’s mental state was not too bad. Otherwise, he might really have 

to join forces with the film and Television Company to recruit extras. 

Mu Ru had just taken two sips of wine when a few scattered meteors streaked across the sky. Mu Ru 

quickly put down the wine glass in her hand and looked up at the sky She watched as the stars rapidly 

fell towards a darker and deeper place. 

Mu Ru could not help but get excited. The night was chilly. Dongfang Mo put on a long windbreaker for 

her and used his arm to hug her tightly. At the same time, he raised his head and looked at the falling 

meteors. 

Mu Ru leaned into Dongfang Mo’s embrace. Her hand could not help but wrap around his strong waist. 

She whispered, “Dongfang, sixty years later, can we still watch the meteor shower together? ” 

In the dark night sky, silver beams of light flashed across the night sky. It was fleeting and could not help 

but remind people that life was short. 

“Of course we can. ” Dongfang Mo lowered his head slightly, and his thin lips gently kissed her forehead. 

He then promised in a low voice, “60 years later, we will still come to the top of Wutong Mountain to 

watch the meteor shower. ” 

60 years later, she would be 85 years old, and he would be 94 years old. If he could still sit here and 

watch the meteor shower, he would probably be so happy that he could not close his mouth? Because 

he did not have teeth, he could not close his mouth when he smiled 



“Then, what about sixty years later? ” Mu Ru couldn’t help but ask, “in another 120 years, can we still 

watch the meteor shower together? ” 

He was silent for a moment, then he gently pecked her pink lips and said softly, “yes, we definitely can! 

Because we will be together! ” 

120 years later, the two of them would definitely not be alive anymore, but he knew that he would 

definitely be together with her. No matter if it was heaven or hell, wherever she was, he would 

definitely be there. He would never allow her to walk out of his sight and escape from his side A world 

away from him! 

Mu Ru could not help but laugh. Her face was brimming with a smile, but her eyes were already teary. 

She placed her hand on his palm and allowed him to clench it tightly! 
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Mu Ru had never seen a meteor shower before. According to astronomy enthusiasts, meteors were to 

be seen through binoculars. However, at this moment, Mu Ru felt that these meteors were flying over 

her head. There was no need for binoculars. She could clearly see them when she raised her head, okay? 

As time passed, there were more and more meteors in the sky. Not Far Away, there were already more 

than two thousand people who were seriously overcrowded Finally, when a large number of meteors 

began to fly down three thousand feet, they could no longer control themselves and started shouting. 

Mu Ru heard the shouting and turned around. She found that many people were not only looking at the 

meteors, but also at them. Even more beautiful women were waving at her. 

She smiled and wanted to stand up, but her body was too heavy. In the end, she did not stand up. She 

just turned around and waved at everyone, indicating that she saw them and that she had received their 

cheers and blessings. 

However, those people suddenly became even more shocked and shouted even louder. Because there 

were too many people, she could not hear what they were shouting. She only saw many people 

shouting at her with their hands made into loudspeakers, but she did not know what they were shouting 

about. 

She felt a little helpless and waved her hands at them with all her might. She wanted them to stop 

shouting at the meteor shower. It was such a beautiful waterfall meteor shower. If she missed it, she 

would have to wait for another sixty years. It would be a pity if she did not watch it. 

However, those people were still shouting. She could only ignore them. If she wanted to shout, she 

could shout. She wanted to watch the meteor shower. It was rare to see it in sixty years. In the next sixty 

years, she did not know if she and Dongfang Mo were still in this world. 

However, the moment she turned around, she was shocked to realize that Dongfang Mo, who was 

originally sitting side by side with her, was no longer on the chair. Instead, he was — 

He was standing in front of her with his back facing the waterfall meteor shower. And behind him, the 

entire waterfall meteor shower that flew down 3000 feet had become his back view in high spirits. 



Seeing that she had turned around, he immediately knelt down on one knee and held up his hands. A 

brand new diamond ring that was comparable to a meteor shower was in his hands, and that ring was 

actually tied with a thin and long belt that was also as bright as a meteor shower. 

She was completely stunned as she looked at him kneeling on one knee and the diamond ring that was 

as bright as a meteor. For a moment, she seemed to be in a daze as she actually forgot to stretch out her 

hand. 

She remembered telling him that diamonds were as bright as the stars in the sky. Although beautiful, 

they were too far away and gave people a feeling of unreality. Therefore, she instinctively did not like 

diamond rings. 

He saw that she was in a daze and did not stretch out her hand. He was not angry either. He just 

motioned for her to lower her head. She pondered for a moment and obediently lowered her head. He 

had already picked up the ring with the long and thin chain and gently put it on her head. 

That ring, the diamond ring that was shining like a shooting star, had already hung steadily on her neck 

the moment she raised her head. The location of the diamond ring was actually where her heart was 

beating. 

He said to her softly, “Mu Ru, I know you don’t like wearing diamonds, but I have to prove to you that 

my love for you is indeed stronger than gold. So, if your ring finger is unwilling to bear the bright and 

dazzling thing, then put it in the place closest to your heart. It’s not for outsiders to see. As long as you 

put me in your heart at any time, let me live in the place closest to your heart at any time. ” 

Mu Ru’s eyes began to moisten uncontrollably. Warm liquid surged into her eyes as she looked at the 

man who was still kneeling in front of her on one knee. It was crystal clear, comparable to a shooting 

star in the sky, and comparable to a teardrop on her chest However, it could not be controlled as it slid 

down and landed on the diamond ring on her chest like a meteor. 
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The audience outside the venue had already started cheering. Applause, cheers, whistles rose and fell. 

Even the few singers hidden beside them were affected at this moment. They could not help but sing 

that classic Song Again: 

Accompany you to watch the meteor shower fall on earth / let your tears fall on my shoulder / I want 

you to believe that my love is only willing to be brave for you / you will see where happiness lies… … 

Mu Ru was finally moved to tears. Looking at the man who was still kneeling in front of her, she could 

not help but reach out her hand, wanting to pull him up. 

However, at this moment, Dongfang Mo took out two more rings. They were no longer diamond-

encrusted rings, but two Plain Plain plain rings. Under the black night sky, they were not so bright, but 

they made people feel even warmer. 



Mu Ru looked at him, and he looked at her with deep affection. He held the two rings with both hands 

and looked at the pregnant beauty sitting in front of him. At this moment, it was a moment that he had 

planned for a long time, so his heart was clear. 

“Mu Ru, we had a wedding eight years ago. We promised to become husband and wife in front of God, 

and we promised each other that we would not abandon each other for the rest of our lives. ” 

Dongfang Mo paused for a moment Then, he continued, “but I know that you didn’t admit to that 

wedding because the bride didn’t wear your real name. If that wedding had been our wedding, it 

wouldn’t have been fair to you. I wouldn’t have let it pass. I will definitely make up for what I owe you, 

one by one. ” 

“Now, even though we have already registered and from the legal point of view of the country, we are 

already a legal couple. Furthermore, we already have three children. However, none of this is enough to 

say that I don’t owe you anything. Instead, it means that I owe you more and more. ” 

“therefore, Mu Ru, I don’t just owe you a wedding. I also owe you a serious proposal. Even though 

you’ve never mentioned what I’ve done to you in the past, I still clearly understand how much you’ve 

suffered, how much you’ve been bullied, how many obstacles you’ve encountered, and how much 

suffering you’ve experienced 

“All those years, I’ve watched you resist, I’ve watched you struggle, I’ve watched you run out of options, 

I’ve watched you struggle on the brink of death, I’ve watched you compromise, I’ve watched you.. 

“Mu Ru, I know that those things can not be completely erased with the word ‘sorry’ . I also know that 

the word ‘sorry’ can not be completely wiped out. ” 

“So, Mu Ru, I don’t say sorry, I don’t say sorry, and I certainly don’t ask for your forgiveness, because 

many things are not unforgivable, nor can they be forgiven. ” 

“Now, at this very moment, here, on the peak of Wutong Mountain, the highest mountain in Binhai, 

under the waterfall meteor shower, under the witness of more than a thousand people, I want to make 

a wish to you: Mu Ru, let me accompany you, forever accompany you, not just this time to watch the 

meteor shower that is hard to come by in sixty years, but also the next sixty years, the next sixty years, 

and the next sixty years… “. “…”. “…” 

“Yes, forever, forever. Let me be by your side forever. Let me accompany you forever. Use My actions to 

slowly heal your past wounds. If I can’t heal your wounds in this life, then give me the next life. In the 

next life, let me continue to heal your wounds! ” 

The people outside who were quietly listening to the proposal burst into laughter instantly. Dongfang 

Mo was indeed an overbearing king. When people proposed, they would only propose for a lifetime. 

Yet, he proposed and proposed in the next life. 

When Mu ru heard his words, she could not help but burst into laughter. She glared at him. “Dongfang 

Mo, can you be a little more overbearing? ” 
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Dongfang Mo did not get angry. Instead, he smiled and looked up at the pregnant beauty sitting in front 

of him. At this moment, she was the most beautiful woman in the world. Of all the women he had seen, 

only she and his mother were the most beautiful There was no third person who could be more 

beautiful than them. 

He held her hand His thin lips parted slightly. “Mu Ru, you’ve always known that I’m such a person. Isn’t 

there an old saying that a leopard can’t change its spots? Therefore, my domineering nature can not be 

changed. In the future, I might be even more domineering. However, you’re by my side. You’re mine. 

Other than me, no other man can be in your line of sight. Therefore, you have to love me. You have to 

bear my domineering nature just like you have to bear my love. Because, I love you as much as I love 

myself. ” 

One of Mu Ru’s hands was held by his, while the other was gently placed on her stomach. At this 

moment, the two naughty brats seemed to have heard their father’s overbearing proposal. They 

probably smiled and bent over, perhaps even rolling around on the ground.. Therefore, she faintly felt a 

slight pain in her stomach. 

“Mu Ru, I have always been arrogant and overbearing. However, I still can not make a decision for you 

on this matter. I must get your personal agreement. ” 

Under the night sky of the waterfall meteor shower, Dongfang Mo’s black eyes were exceptionally bright 

and focused. However, these black eyes were no longer cold and unfeeling. Instead, they were filled 

with eagerness, or perhaps it could be said that they were gazing at her with deep affection When she 

saw the crystal clear tears in her eyes that were comparable to meteors, she slowly spoke again 

“Mu Ru, now, I ask you to spend the rest of your life with me hand in hand. Walk Hand in hand with me 

into tomorrow’s sunny or stormy weather. I’ll give you the rest of my life without holding anything back. 

Not to mention my worldly possessions, they are all yours. My feelings and even my life, you can control 

them at any time. Xi Muru, are you willing! ? ” 

In this world, he had always been the one who controlled the fates of others. He had always treated 

others with secular etiquette. If they respected him, he would respect them. If they offended him, he 

would punish them even more. He had always been the one who dealt with whatever came his way. 

However, she was different. He knew that he could not treat her the way he treated others. She was an 

Elf sent to him by the heavens. She was the rib that God had extracted from his body. Therefore, he 

could only treat her with his heart because she was his soul. 

Hence, she had to make him kneel and beg her to let him hold her hand and grow old together with her. 

She had to promise to accompany him for the rest of his life, and even for the next life! 

The winter night wind blew fiercely. He was there, kneeling against the wind and leaning against the 

falling stars. He looked up at her slightly. His eyes were as black as a mirror, and all he could see was her. 

She was crying, and her long hair was fluttering in the wind, like an angel falling from the sky. 

Behind her, the falling waterfall of falling stars fell like rain. The crowd of more than two thousand 

people in front of them held their breath and focused their attention on the beautiful couple and the 

falling stars. 



Mu Ru’s tears were crystal clear like falling stars. Her hand that was held up by him was a little sore, and 

her hand that was placed on her abdomen was a little stiff. However, the two brats in her stomach were 

getting more and more noisy, and she could not sit still. 

Beads of perspiration could be faintly seen on her forehead, but Dongfang Mo in front of her was a little 

confused… … 
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After a long time, Dongfang Mo’s legs were numb from kneeling, and the surrounding audience was 

already boiling. Under the lead of Ahao’s subordinates, they could not help but shout loudly, “promise 

him, promise him, I’m willing, I’m willing! ” 

“Xi Muru, are you going to promise me or not? ! ” A certain man who had been affectionate just a 

moment ago finally revealed his domineering face under the numbness of his legs and legs. He urged 

her a little impatiently. 

The beads of sweat on Mu Ru’s forehead became denser and denser. Her lips moved twice, but there 

was only a moan of slight pain. 

Of course, she wanted to agree to him. He had already said so much, and he had even said it so well. Her 

heart was not made of stone after all. Moreover, even stone would probably be moved by his 

affectionate proposal, not to mention that she was a person of flesh and blood? 

However, the two brats in her stomach just did not know what was good for them. They actually dared 

to cause trouble at this time. When he had just begun to speak, the two brats in her stomach had 

already started to cause trouble. She felt a faint pain in her stomach However, his marriage proposal 

ceremony had already begun, and she did not want to ruin his meticulous preparations and the proposal 

that would only appear once in sixty years. 

During this time, she had thought about agreeing to it. However, Dongfang Mo, who was usually quiet, 

spoke a lot today. He was very affectionate and very touching. Therefore, she was extremely touched 

when she heard it, and she had never found the opportunity to open her mouth. 

At this moment, he had finished his long, smelly, and touching marriage proposal. She was about to 

open her mouth, but a warm current suddenly gushed out from under her, and her pants were wet. 

She had given birth to a child, so of course she knew that this was not urine. Instead, her amniotic fluid 

had broken, and the two brats in her stomach who specialized in wreaking havoc had probably fought 

too much. She did not know who had kicked in the wrong direction, but the door had actually been 

kicked open. 

Dongfang Mo was still kneeling there waiting for her. Finally, she secretly gritted her teeth and forced 

her eyes open. Then, she looked at the man who was looking at her with anticipation in his eyes. She 

used all her strength and said in a low voice, “I’m willing! ” She said those three words almost word by 

word, “I’m willing! ” 



Dongfang Mo felt as if he had obtained a treasure. He immediately picked up the slightly smaller ring in 

his hand and put it on her ring finger. As he had secretly measured her finger’s size, it was just right to 

put it on. 

The audience outside the venue let out a cheer. In an instant, the originally quiet mountaintop erupted 

into thunderous applause. The waterfall meteor that was hard to come by in sixty years seemed to have 

heard this enthusiastic cheer as the meteor shower became even more intense. 

Dongfang Mo put the ring on her finger, and he hurriedly handed her a larger ring. He said excitedly, 

“honey, quick, help me put it on. Put It on me firmly. From now on, I’m yours. ” 

Mu Ru took the ring and wanted to use the last bit of her strength to put it on him. However, because of 

the pain in her abdomen, the heat under her body was increasing. Her hand that was holding the ring 

was trembling, and she could not accurately put it on Dongfang Mo’s ring finger. 

“Dongfang… ” Mu ru could not help but call out to him weakly. The ring in her hand had already slipped 

off. 

Dongfang Mo was shocked and angry. He was about to lose his temper, but when he saw the Pale face, 

he turned pale and could not help but exclaim, “Mu Ru, you… ” 

Mu Ru reached out and placed one hand on his shoulder and the other on her huge belly. She could not 

help but slide down towards him. Her voice was a little hurried as she said, “Dongfang… I might be… I’m 

going to give birth… ” 
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Dongfang Mo was stunned for a moment before he reacted. At this moment, he did not even bother to 

pick up the ring that had fallen to the ground. He immediately bent down and hugged her He quickly 

shouted at the crowd that was surrounding him, “quickly make way. Ahao, prepare the cable car. Send 

her to the hospital immediately! ” 

Mu Ru’s entire body was in his arms. Her hands could not help but hang around his neck. Waves of pain 

came from her stomach. She gritted her teeth, but she still could not help but moan softly. 

A Hao and Uncle Liu panicked. They quickly asked their subordinates to separate the crowd of onlookers 

and squeeze out a passage. 

Fortunately, no one went up and down the cable car at this time. Uncle Liu took a cable car and went 

down to prepare the manpower and the car. A Hao stayed on the mountain to deal with the aftermath. 

Dongfang Mo carried Mu ru smoothly into the luxurious cable car No. 19. Because he was worried about 

scaring the pregnant woman, he did not speed up. From the peak of Wutong Mountain to the foot of 

the mountain, the cable car took almost half an hour. 

Mu Ru was leaning in his arms. Her head was dizzy and the pain in her stomach came. Her eyes were all 

foggy and she gradually felt that there was a black curtain in front of her eyes. She wanted to use her 

hand to pull open the black curtain to look at Dongfang Mo, but her hand seemed to have no strength 

She could not pull it open no matter how hard she tried. 



Dongfang Mo had never been more nervous. Thinking that she was about to give birth, his heart almost 

jumped out of his chest. Fortunately, once the cable car reached the foot of the mountain, uncle Liu 

brought the doctors and nurses who had already been waiting here to welcome them The ambulance 

was waiting in an empty space not far away. 

Ren He hospital’s ambulance. Chief Zeng Hongxia personally rushed over after she received the call. 

Dongfang Mo could not be bothered to drive his own car. He accompanied Mu ru to the ambulance and 

followed her all the way to the hospital. 

According to the hospital’s rules, men were not allowed to enter the gynecology and obstetrics 

operating theater, even if they were husbands. However, this time, it was an exception. This was 

because Dongfang Mo had already informed Zeng Hongxia two months ago that he wanted to 

accompany Mu ru in giving birth. 

Mu Ru originally wanted to insist on giving birth naturally, but the positions of the two brats in her 

stomach had not been correct. Now, before the positions of the babies were corrected, these two brats 

could not wait to knock on the door. 

Dongfang looked nervously at Mu Ru, who was already lying on the operating table. At this moment, she 

appeared particularly weak because of the torment she had gone through tonight. Her face, which had 

originally been fat and flushed due to her pregnancy, was now pale and colorless Fine beads of sweat 

continued to ooze out from her forehead due to the pain. 

The amniotic fluid had been broken for almost an hour and the surgery was imminent. The 

anesthesiologist came over to administer the anesthetic to Mu Ru. Dongfang Mo’s eyes stared 

unblinkingly at her face. He noticed that her eyebrows could not help but twitch His heart could not help 

but tighten. 

After the anesthesiologist left for a while, her face finally calmed down as if she was asleep. Dongfang 

Mo could not help but step forward and hold her hand. At this moment, her hand no longer responded 

to him She did not know if it was because she did not have the strength or because the anesthetic had 

taken effect. She could only let her hand lie quietly in his palm. 

Zeng Hongxia wore the clothes from the operating theater and walked over. As she wore her gloves, she 

motioned for him to make way for her. She stood aside because she was about to have the surgery. 

Dongfang Mo was slightly stunned. He suddenly bent down and whispered three words into her ear. He 

had originally planned to keep these three words in his heart until they were both in their 70s. 
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But now, he could not help but want to tell her, not just to tell her, but to tell her that when they were 

about to greet their twin children together… . . . . 

He did not know whether mu ru heard it or not, because she could not respond to him, but he seemed 

to see her eyelids moved, as if to open, but in the end did not open. 



He also felt that he might have been mistaken, Mu Ru had already been anesthetized, and broken 

amniotic fluid on the mountain, so tired from going up and down the mountain, should have fallen 

asleep. 

He stood quietly at the side and watched Zeng Hongxia hold a thin, shiny scalpel in her hand. She gently 

caressed Mu Ru’s belly that was no longer snow-white Instead, her belly, which had grown pregnancy 

spots, gently opened up a hole 

Then, he saw director Zeng Hongxia’s hand reach in and take out a baby… … 

His son, her son, and their son, Yun Heng, had finally arrived successfully at this moment! 

“Wa, Wa, Wa… ” Yun Heng’s cries were very loud. Dongfang Mo was so excited that he wanted to walk 

up to him, but Zeng Hongxia had already handed Yun Heng over to an assistant doctor. The assistant 

doctor caught Yun Heng on a tray and turned around to put him on the table behind them. 

Then, director Zeng Hongxia’s hand reached into Mu Ru’s stomach again. Soon, she brought out another 

baby. Of course, it was a boy 

When this child came out, not only was he crying loudly, but he was also kicking his legs non-stop. It was 

likely that he had not fought enough with his brother in his stomach. 

His son, her son, and their third child, Yun Zai, finally arrived as well! 

He looked at the bloody stomach, and his eyes instantly teared up. He had only known that Yu Yu Yu was 

cute, but he had never known that pregnancy was so hard and childbirth was such a torture. 

He could not help but secretly swear in his heart that he would switch with her in the next life. He would 

become a woman and let her be a man. He would bear the pain of pregnancy and childbirth. 

Zeng Hongxia quickly waved the needle in her hand and quickly sewed up the wound that had just been 

opened. The assistant doctor beside her had also taken care of the two babies and asked him which one 

to carry first. 

Of course, he would carry the two babies together. He could not favor one over the other, so he took 

one of the babies that had already been wrapped up and no longer cried. 

With the two pink and tender babies in his arms, the fog in Dongfang Mo’s eyes became thicker. He 

stood beside mu ru and looked at mu ru who was sleeping soundly. Tears fell uncontrollably. 

He said, “Mu Ru, the two babies have arrived successfully. They are very good-looking. Because Mommy 

was willing to sacrifice her body when she was pregnant with them, the two of them are very strong. 

One is 3.3 kg while the other is 3.2 kg. They are really two strong boys. ” 

He said, “Mu Ru, these two babies are both boys. They are Yun Heng and Yun Zai. You know, my heart is 

eternal. My heart is always there! ” 

The nurse took the two babies and placed them in the crib next to Mu Ru’s sickbed. The crib was next to 

Mu Ru’s sickbed. Because it was a c-section, they had to be observed in the operating theater for more 

than two hours. 



Mu Ru wanted to observe in the operating theater, but Dongfang Mo refused to go out. He said that he 

would stay with the mother and son in the operating theater. He wanted to wait for her to wake up and 

accompany their child with her. He wanted to stay by her side when she was in the most pain. 
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Ever since Mu Ru’s amniotic fluid broke at the top of Wutong Mountain, her consciousness had been 

blurry for a long time. 

She vaguely felt that someone was talking to her by her ear, but she could not hear clearly what that 

person was saying. It seemed to be about her, but it also seemed to be about the child. 

Later, in her daze, she seemed to hear the sound of a baby crying. That sound was really loud, so she 

could not help but think that it really was two smelly brats. They probably just came out and were not 

used to the new environment, so they lost their temper. 

In fact, she really wanted to open her eyes. She wanted to see Yun Heng and Yun Zai. She wanted to see 

if the son of him and Dongfang Mo looked like her or Dongfang Mo, who had a bad temper. 

However, she was so tired. She was so tired that it was as if she had walked 25,000 miles on a long 

march. She was so tired that she did not even have the strength to open her eyes. Therefore, she 

eventually fell into a deep sleep. 

Dongfang Mo had been accompanying Mu Ru. After observing for two hours in the operating theater, he 

was pushed to the luxurious single-patient ward that had already been booked. From the moment he 

entered the operating theater to the ward, Dongfang Mo had been accompanying him every step of the 

way. 

After a c-section, one would usually wake up after two hours. However, Mu Ru might have been too 

tired. After she returned to the operating theater, she had yet to wake up. She was actually still sleeping 

soundly. 

Since Mu ru had yet to wake up, Dongfang Mo was a little anxious. He went to look for chief physician 

Zeng Hongxia. Chief Physician Zeng smiled and said that this would depend on the person. Some 

pregnant women would need three to four hours to wake up. 

Moreover, pregnant women usually had a lot of drowsiness. Moreover, all of you were looking forward 

to watching the meteor shower during the day. I reckon that she was so excited that she did not take a 

nap. At night, she also had a baby. She was probably too tired. Let her sleep a little longer. 

Dongfang Mo was relieved when he heard Zeng Hongxia say this. Fortunately, the child was being 

looked after by a specialized nurse, and he couldn’t care about the child. His entire heart was focused on 

this woman who slept very deeply. 

Although the child was born at 36 weeks, the child’s condition was very good, so they didn’t send him to 

the Neonatal Department. Instead, he stayed in the crib in Mu Ru’s ward and accompanied Mu Ru to 

sleep deeply. 



He stayed by her side. When he thought about the pain of giving birth to her child and the bloody 

wound on her stomach, his heart felt extremely uncomfortable. He couldn’t help but curse himself a 

million times in his heart. For a moment.. He even thought about whether he should go for a birth 

control surgery. 

Mu Ru had a dream. She dreamed that she seemed to have returned to her childhood. When she was 

very young, not long after she was born, she heard her father say to her mother, “the birthmark on this 

child’s forehead is unlucky. It’s an evil creature. Quickly throw her away. “. 

She opened her mouth and kept shouting, “I’m not an evil creature. Don’t throw me away. Mom, Dad, 

I’m your daughter. How can I be an evil creature? “? 

However, these words did not come out of her mouth at all. It was just a series of crying, crying until she 

was hoarse. 

Then, she heard a man’s voice saying, “look, what kind of crying is that? It’s clearly a cat meow. Cats are 

unlucky things. Quickly throw it away and drown it in the river. “. 

So, she was picked up by someone and hurriedly handed over to someone. That person looked at the 

birthmark on her face with a look of disgust. Then, he quickly ran to the river and threw her down 

without hesitation… … 

“Ah! ” Mu Ru could not help but shout out loud. Then, she felt her light body fall into a rapid whirlpool 

of water… … 

 Chapter 959: Love is the reincarnation of three lives and three lifetimes 

 

“Ah! ” Mu Ru, who was lying on the bed, instinctively let out a painful Moan. She slowly opened her eyes 

and was shocked to find that there was no rushing river here. This was just a white, clean and tidy room. 

Beside the bed she was lying on, there was a twin crib quietly placed there. She turned her head slightly 

and immediately saw two babies lying side by side sleeping soundly. 

Her child, his child, and their child had finally arrived safely by their side. From now on, they would live 

together with the two of them and blend into their small family, becoming a big family. 

Turning her head over, she immediately saw the man lying on the bed. His face was tired but filled with 

incomparable satisfaction as he lay on the side of her bed and fell asleep. However, his hand was still 

holding her hand in an overbearing manner. 

The corner of her mouth could not help but reveal a smile. She stretched out her other hand and gently 

moved it through his thick black hair. Suddenly, she had the illusion that his black hair was twining 

around her fingers. 

In the haze, Dongfang Mo felt someone rubbing his hair. He quickly raised his head and happened to 

meet Mu Ru’s clear and bright eyes. 

“Mu Ru… ” he could not help but call out in a low voice. He tightened his grip on her hand, and his eyes 

instantly became moist again. 



Mu Ru looked at him like that. At this moment, how was the man in her memories that was cold and 

heartless, that arrogant and overbearing, that unreasonable Dongfang Mo? 

This was clearly an infatuated person. It was a little idiotic boy who saw that she had suffered a 

grievance, and he also felt pain when he saw that she was in pain, okay? 

She could not help but laugh, but because of this laugh, she pulled on the wound in her stomach. She 

could not help but coquettishly scold him, “silly. ” 

He could not help but laugh as well. He said in a low voice, “I have always been silly. It’s a pity that you 

only realized now that it’s too late to regret it. Last night, you promised to accompany me for the rest of 

my life. No, there’s still the next life. ” 

Because Mu ru could not move after the surgery, she could only glare at him. “Who promised you? 

Don’t think too highly of yourself, okay? I didn’t even help you put on the ring. ” 

What did she mean by waking up the person in the dream with a single sentence This was what she 

meant by waking up the person in the dream with a single sentence. Only then did Dongfang mo 

remember that when Mu ru helped him put on the ring, the amniotic fluid had already broken. She did 

not put it on him, and at that time, he only cared about Mu ru and did not care about the ring. Then… … 

… 

At this moment, someone knocked on the door. Dongfang Mo was slightly stunned, and then he 

shouted to the door, “come in. ” The door was pushed open, and Dongfang Jun’s mother, Aunt Wang, 

Uncle Liu, and Ah Hao filed in. 

Everyone scrambled to look at the two young masters of the Dongfang family. Aunt Wang could not help 

but pick up the young master and kiss him. Aunt Liu scolded her, saying that the young Madam had not 

even kissed him yet, but she had already kissed him. 

Mu Ru quickly said that it was fine. I grew up by mother Wang’s side. In my heart, she was my biological 

mother. If she kissed two babies, it was the same as if her grandmother kissed two babies. 

Everyone looked at the mother and son trio. The adults and children were relieved that they were safe. 

Then, they said a few words of congratulations and tactfully left. 

Ahao and Dongfang Jun were the last to leave. Ahao secretly gave Dongfang Mo the ring that he found 

on the peak of Wutong Mountain last night, while Dongfang Jun whispered congratulations to Mu Ru. 

Chapter 960 love was the 11th reincarnation of three lives and three lifetimes 

 

The luxurious single ward finally quieted down after a short period of excitement. Dongfang Mo opened 

his palm and a ring, a plain ring, without any embellishments or burdens, lay there quietly. 

Mu Ru reached out to pick up the ring and put it on his ring finger. Although this ceremony was far from 

as perfect as Dongfang Mo had expected, it was fortunate that this woman was still willing to trap him 

after giving birth This made up for the regret in his heart and made the knot in his heart disappear. 



Mu Ru and her two children stayed in the hospital for ten days before they were discharged and 

returned to one inch Mo city. 

They could have been discharged after a week of Caesarean section, but Dongfang Mo insisted on 

letting his wife stay in the hospital for a few more days. He said that if he observed her for a long time, 

her body would recover better. 

Ten days later, Dongfang Mo was discharged with his mother and three children. Each of them carried a 

child. Uncle Liu drove the car and the family finally returned home safely. 

Mu Ru had never thought that she would be taken care of so well during the month. The people who 

took care of her were not only mother Wang and sister-in-law, but also Yun Heng and Yun Zai. Each of 

them had a nanny and a wet nurse. 

Mu Ru originally had her own breast milk, but because they were two children and those two brats were 

especially strong and could eat, her breast milk alone was not enough for one child, let alone two 

children? 

Moreover, there was a shameless man who secretly stole food from her two sons every night after they 

went to bed. He even shamelessly said that he would help her loosen up the granary Otherwise, she 

would feel uncomfortable if she didn’t feed her children at night. 

At this moment, Mu Ru could only sigh. She had never thought that she would have three sons. 

However, wasn’t that son a little too big? 

Of course, those two brats definitely didn’t know that their father was secretly stealing their scarce 

food. If they knew, they didn’t know if they would punch their father. 

On the day of the full moon when Yun Heng and Yun Qi were there, little feather and Che Qi Xuan finally 

flew over from Korea. Little feather was so excited that she said that she had long wanted to come over 

because she knew that mommy had two younger brothers, but daddy wouldn’t let her Moreover, she 

was busy learning taekwondo, piano, and painting, so she could only come over after the winter break. 

Che Qixuan looked at Dongfang Mo’s twin sons and was very happy. He couldn’t help but say to 

Dongfang Mo, “look, isn’t it easy for you to have children? Mu Ru can give birth to them for you. Give 

me little feather, and you won’t have any losses, right? ” 

Dongfang Mo was so angry that he almost vomited blood when he heard this. He couldn’t help but 

growl, “why won’t I have any losses? I don’t have a daughter anymore, okay? I only have two brats. I 

want a daughter, I want a daughter. ” 

Che Qixuan smiled and said, “isn’t it easy for you to have a daughter? Just let mu ru give birth to another 

one for you. Anyway, you’re still so young. It’s no problem for you to give birth to ten or eight children. If 

you can’t support them, you can give me one or two more. ” 

“YOU DREAM? ” Dongfang Mo can not help but growl at him: “you think giving birth is a very simple and 

easy thing? ” From pregnancy to childbirth, that process is very long and painful okay I don’t want Mu 

Ru to suffer like that anymore… “… “…” 



Che Qixuan couldn’t help but stare at him with widened eyes. Then, he asked in a low voice, “big 

brother, you… could it be that you fell in love with her? ” 

 


